Several techniques have been developed for allowing genetic programming systems to produce programs that make use of subroutines, macros, and other modular program structures. A recently proposed technique, based on the "tagging" and tag-based retrieval of blocks of code, has been shown to have novel and desirable features, but this was demonstrated only within the context of the PushGP genetic programming system. Following a suggestion in the GECCO-2011 publication on this technique we show here how tag-based modules can be incorporated into a more standard tree-based genetic programming system. We describe the technique in detail along with some possible extensions, outline arguments for its simplicity and potential power, and present results obtained using the technique on problems for which other modularization techniques have been shown to be useful. The results are mixed; substantial benefits are seen on the lawnmower problem but not on the Boolean even-4-parity problem. We discuss the observed results and directions for future research.
INTRODUCTION
In order for genetic programming [10] to become a scalable, general-purpose automatic programming methodology, its practitioners will have to have access to methods by which they can automatically evolve programs that incorporate modular structures such as functions, macros, subroutines, and co-routines. A variety of methods have been developed for allowing genetic programming to evolve such programs; the most well known of these is Koza's "Automatically Defined Function" (ADF) framework [10, 11] but a variety of other approaches have also been developed [9, 10, 1, 8, 19, 2, 15, 17, 18, 7, 26] .
The methods for genetic programming with modules that are most widely used require pre-specification of the module "architecture"-that is, of the number of modules and the numbers and types of arguments that they take-or otherwise limit the generality of the module architectures that can arise automatically during evolution. The exceptions to this generalization have mostly involved much more cumbersome and ad hoc mechanisms to support the evolution of architectures. For example, Koza's "architecture-altering operations" permit one to evolve populations of programs with diverse architectures, and they allow for architectures to become more complex over evolutionary time, but many of the architectural modifications in Koza's framework require elaborate and potentially destructive repair strategies to be applied after architectural changes [12] . For example, if an architecture is altered by deleting an automatically defined function, or by changing the number of arguments that an automatically defined function takes, then all calls to the deleted or modified function must be changed; it is not generally clear how they would best be changed, and the system designer's decisions on these matters will influence the power of the evolutionary system.
A recently-developed alternative technique for evolving programs that use modules, based on the use of "tags," has shown some promise insofar as it permits arbitrary architectures to evolve, even though the changes that must be made to the genetic programming system are relatively few and relatively simple [24, 21] . The relevant notion of "tag" comes from the work of Holland, who used the term to denote initially arbitrary identifiers that come to have meaning over time in many different kinds of complex adaptive systems [5, 6] . He described examples of tagging involving biological and cultural systems, ranging from immune systems to armies on a battlefield, and he argued that tag-based matching is a general tool for the support of emergent complexity. The concept has been applied by several researchers over the last decade or so to the study of the emergence of cooperation and altruism (e.g. [16, 3, 22] ), but its application to the emergence of modularity in genetic programming is relatively new.
Tag-based modularity in genetic programming has been described in the literature previously, but only in the context of genetic programming with the Push programming language, using the PushGP genetic programming system [20, 25, 23] . Because "tree-based" genetic programming, in which one evolves programs in the form of Lisp-like symbolic expressions, is currently among the most popular forms of genetic programming, our goal in the research described in this paper is to see if and how the ideas of tag-based modularity can be applied in the tree-based genetic programming framework. A simple scheme for doing this was described briefly in the prior work on tag-based modularity [24] ; here we describe this simple scheme in detail, including nuances not presented in the prior work, present results of its performance on two problems, and discuss its limitations and possible extensions.
In the following sections we first briefly describe the tagbased modularity technique as it has been previously applied in the context of PushGP. We then describe the simplest version of the idea that can be easily applied in tree-based genetic programming. Following this, we present the results of runs of the system that we have described on the lawnmower and Boolean even-4-parity problems. The mixed results that we document-positive for tags on the lawnmower problem but negative for tags on the Boolean even-4-parity problem-lead to a discussion of extensions and open issues in the subsequent section. We conclude with a discussion of suggestions for future work in this area.
TAGS IN PUSH
The previous work on tag-based modularity in genetic programming has been conducted in the context of the PushGP genetic programming system, in which the evolved programs are expressed in the Push programming language [20, 25, 23] . Push is a stack-based programming language with an independent stack for each data type, including a stack for code and a separate "exec" stack for code that is queued for execution. Full descriptions of the Push programming language and of PushGP are beyond the scope of the present paper, but sufficient detail will be presented here to describe how programs with tag-based modules can be evolved in PushGP.
The essential idea of tag-based modularity is that a block of code-a module-is tagged with an initially arbitrary identifier that permits retrieval based on possibly-inexact matching. For simplicity the tags used in prior work have been positive integers, and the closest match has been determined by numerical difference in one direction. If we refer to a tag t ref then the closest match, among the tags that have been used to tag values, will be the smallest tag t match for which t ref ≤ t match . If no used tag is greater than or equal to t ref then we consider the numerically lowest tag to be the closest-that is, we wrap around. For example, if the tags that have been used to tag values are {123, 456, 789} and we retrieve a value by referring to tag 200, then we will retrieve whatever value had been tagged with 456. A reference to tag 800 will retrieve the value tagged with 123.
The PushGP implementation of tag-based modularity includes instructions that can tag any data item and retrieve items by closest match to a tag. Because code in Push is also data, tag-based modularity can be implemented by allowing the tagging of code and the tag-based retrieval of code to the exec stack, from where it will then be executed. For example, the following Push program 1 first defines and then twice uses a tag-based module for squaring an integer:
(tag.exec.123 (integer.dup integer.*) 3 tagged.100 tagged.107)
The first instruction here, tag.exec.123, is produced by an "ephemeral random instruction" token in the instruction set that is much like the ephemeral random constants employed in traditional genetic programming systems [10] except that here we generate instructions that incorporate randomlychosen tag values. This particular tag instruction pops and tags the item on top of the exec stack (which will be the expression (integer.dup integer.*) when this instruction executes) with the tag 123. Then 3 will be executed, and since this is an integer literal it will be pushed onto the integer stack. The call to tagged.100 will retrieve the item that has been tagged with the tag that most closely matches 100 and push that item onto the exec stack, from where it will then be executed. The retrieved item will be (integer.dup integer.*) in this case; when executed this will duplicate the top item on the integer stack and then multiply the top two items, effectively squaring it and leaving 9 on top of the integer stack. Next, the call to tagged.107 will be processed, with the final result on the integer stack being 81. Several potentially problematic special cases that might arise in tag-based modularity are handled in natural ways in the Push implementation but may require more elaborate solutions in tree-based genetic programming, as will be discussed below. For example, if one attempts to retrieve a value based on a tag when no data has yet been tagged then the natural approach in Push is simply to treat the retrieval instruction as a "no-op," leaving the stacks unchanged. In tree-based genetic programming every sub-expression must return a value, so some value must be returned from a retrieval expression in every circumstance. Similarly, it is quite possible for programs that use tags to loop/recurse infinitely, but because many of Push's other code-manipulation instructions also permit the expression of non-terminating algorithms, all Push implementations already enforce execution step limits and allow for the delivery of results from the stacks even when the step limits have been reached.
It is also relevant that in Push, arguments are passed to instructions via stacks and values are returned from instructions via stacks. This means that a tagged chunk of code may access any number of inputs (which could be considered to be function arguments) from the stacks even though there is no syntactic restriction on the code that corresponds to the number of arguments that it may take. Indeed, a mutation to code that gets tagged may cause it to "take" more or fewer arguments, but this need not be reflected anywhere else in the program's syntax. A tagged chunk of code may also "return" multiple values to its caller via the stacks, without any requirement that this be explicitly indicated or maintained in the program's syntax.
As a result of the Push features described above, the incorporation of tag-based modularity into PushGP is partic-ularly simple and the resulting system is particularly flexible. Any number of tagged modules, each of which takes any number of arguments and returns any number of values, can arise during evolution without any pre-specification of the numbers of modules or arguments. The "closest match" semantics ensures that any reference to a tag will retrieve something as long as something has been tagged, and the number and targets of these references may grow gradually over evolutionary time. The results of previous studies have shown that this leads to problem-solving efforts for the lawnmower and "dirt-sensing, obstacle-avoiding robot" problems that scale well with problem size, indicating that tag-based modularity may be a powerful while nonetheless simple method for evolving modular programs more generally [24, 21] . But because tree-based representations are currently more popular than Push among genetic programming researchers and practitioners, the extent to which such results can be obtained in tree-based genetic programming is clearly of interest.
TAGS IN TREES
The original publication on tag-based modularity in genetic programming [24] included the following suggestion for incorporating tags into tree-based genetic programming systems:
One simple idea is to support calls to one-argument functions of the form tag-i which act to tag the code in their arguments with the tags embedded in their names (and presumably return some constant value). One would have to alter the system's code generation routines to produce these function calls, and also to produce calls to zeroargument functions of the form tagged-i. Calls to the tagged functions would branch to the code of the tagged code with the closest matching tag (or presumably return some constant value if no code had yet been tagged). This would provide a form of dynamic function definition, in which function reference occurs through inexact tag matching, but it would only produce zeroargument functions. It could also produce unbounded recursion, so some form of execution step limit would have to be imposed.
In the work described in the present paper we have essentially implemented and tested this idea, discovering some of its weaknesses in the process.
In the remainder of this section we describe the issues that we faced in implementing these ideas and the ways that we resolved them for the sake of the runs described in the following sections. Other possible approaches are described after the presentation of those results.
Return values of tagging operations
In Push a tagging operation, implemented with an instruction like tag.exec.123, tags an item taken from a stack but it need not return any value to any stacks as a result of this operation. In contrast, in tree-based genetic programming it is generally required that all subtrees return values, so a call to a function of the form tag.i will have to return some value to its caller.
As suggested in the quotation above one option is to return some constant value, chosen to be a reasonable default value for the problem being solved (e.g. possibly 0 or false). Another reasonable option is to evaluate the code that is being tagged once during the tagging operation and to return the value produced by that evaluation.
In the runs presented below we have tried both of these options. We call the first strategy, of returning a constant (default) value without executing the tagged code, silent tagging. In the non-silent condition we tag the code and then evaluate it to produce the value that will be returned to the caller of the tagging function.
Return values of tag references prior to any tagging
If a tag reference, which in the technique described here will be implemented as a zero-argument function call such as (tagged.123), occurs before any value has been tagged, then it is not clear what value should be returned from the tag reference. In Push it is trivial to treat such a tag reference as a no-op, both in the sense that no lookup occurs and in the sense that no values are pushed onto the stacks. In tree-based genetic programming, however, some value must be returned from the evaluation of each sub-tree.
The provisional solution that we have adopted in this case for the runs presented below is to return a constant value, chosen to be a reasonable default value for the problem being solved.
Unbounded recursion
The use of tags can easily lead to unbounded looping or recursion, for example when code containing a tag reference is itself tagged. Push interpreters are always designed to obey limits on the number of steps that can be executed, and the mechanisms that enforce these limits terminate any unbounded recursion. The obvious approach in tree-based genetic programming-which we have taken for the results presented below-is do do something similar, writing the code tree evaluation function to obey a step limit.
In Push, however, one can still easily interpret the results of a program that is terminated abnormally for hitting the limit; the computations that preceded termination will still be reflected in the values on the data stacks in the interpreter, and those values can be considered to be the results of the evaluation if it is desirable to do so. No such obvious option is available when terminating the evaluation of a tree-based program prior to its natural completion, unless the tree-based program also does its work by side-effect (as in the case of the lawnmower problem below).
One approach to this issue, which we used for some of the runs presented below, is to consider any program that hits the limit, and therefore fails to produce an interpretable result, to be invalid. These invalid programs are given penalty fitness values that make them unlikely to be selected for participation in the production of the subsequent generation.
Passing arguments to tagged modules
As described above, a tagged module in Push may take any number of arguments easily and without the need to implement any additional mechanisms. This is not possible in tree-based genetic programming, in which syntax restrictions require function calls to include one subtree for each argument that a function takes. Although we describe mechanisms that allow for the evolution of tag-based modules that take arguments later in this paper, the results described be-low used only 0-argument functions. This would appear to be a significant limitation, since many uses of modules in ordinary (human) programming practice rely on the passing of arguments to those modules.
We note, however, that something akin to argument passing is actually possible in the system that we use here, even though the tagged modules do not explicitly take arguments. This is because one can use tagging itself to implement something that we might term "pseudo-arguments," tagging a value before calling a tag-based module, and then referring to the tagged value from within the module.
For example, suppose that we are performing symbolic regression with three inputs and looking for the solution
A one-argument function that cubes a number would be helpful here. If we are using silent tagging with a default value of 0 then the following program is a solution that employs pseudo-tagging: Whether or not such pseudo-arguments would arise naturally during evolution is an open question, but it is a logical possibility.
Returning multiple values
As was also described above, a tagged module in Push may easily return multiple values by modifying multiple data stacks. Because tree-based genetic programming is based on function trees that return single values, we see no obvious way of incorporating this feature into tree-based genetic programming systems.
RESULTS
We have conducted a large number of runs of tree-based genetic programming with the simple system for tag-based modularity described above, with mixed results. We present here the results for two problems, the 8×8 lawnmower problem and the Boolean even-4-parity problem, that were shown by Koza to benefit significantly from the kind of modularity provided by ADFs [11] . The lawnmower problem (at various lawn sizes) was also shown to benefit significantly from tag-based modules in PushGP [24] .
Lawnmower
The lawnmower problem involves a simulated lawnmower which must "mow" a grid-based lawn [11] . We use the 8 × 8 version of the problem here, in which the grid contains 64 lawn squares arranged in an 8 × 8 grid and in which the mower starts at location (0, 0). The terminal set contains an ephemeral random constant generator Rv8 which produces constant vectors of the form (i, j) where i and j range from 0 
node selection 90% internal nodes, 10% leaves tree generation ramped half-and-half ramp depth range 2-6 execution step limit 1000 penalty for exceeding limit 0 terminals Rv8 basic functions left, mow, v8a, frog, progn tagging functions tag.n, tagged.n tag range 0-999 no-op functions noop0, noop1 default value (0, 0) to 7. The function set contains: left, a zero-argument function that rotates the lawnmower 90 • counterclockwise; mow, a zero-argument function that moves the lawnmower one space forward (mowing the grass in the destination square and wrapping around toroidally if necessary); v8a, a twoargument vector addition (modulo 8) function; frog, a oneargument function that jumps the lawnmower ahead and to the side by the amount indicated by its vector argument (mowing the destination square); and progn, a two function that allows two subexpressions (in its argument positions) to be executed in sequence and returns the value of its second argument. A program is allowed to execute a total of 100 turns (calls to left) or 100 movement operators (calls to mow or frog) before being aborted; it will be aborted when it reaches 100 moves or 100 turns, or completes execution of its code, whichever comes first.
Note that several of the lawnmower functions work by producing side effects on the state of the lawn-for example the mow and frog functions have side effects of mowing grid squares-and that a program that is terminated early for hitting the execution step limit can nonetheless be evaluated by examining the state of the lawn. For this reason we impose no penalty for hitting the execution step limit on this problem.
The parameters for our runs on the lawnmower problem are shown in Table 1 and the results are shown in Table  2 . The default value, a vector (0,0), is returned by silent tagging and by tagged functions when nothing has yet been tagged. In order to control for changes to the size of the function set, and effects that this may have on the combinatorics of random code generation, we conducted not only a set of runs that lacked tagging functions but also another set of runs that replaced the tagging functions with two "noop" functions: noop0, which takes no arguments and returns the default value, and noop1, which takes one argument and returns it unchanged. We conducted runs with tagging both in the silent condition, in which tagging operations return the default value without evaluating the code that they tag, and the non-silent condition, in which the code that will be tagged is first evaluated and its value is returned. For each condition we show the number of runs that were successful (out of 100), the mean best fitness achieved in each run, and the computational effort of finding a solution. Computational effort was computed using Koza's method [10, pp. 99-103], by first calculating P (M, i), the cumulative probability of success by generation i with population size M, and then I(M, i, z), the number of individuals that must be processed to produce a solution by generation i with probability greater than z (here z =99%):
The minimum of I(M, i, z) over all values of i is then taken to be the "computational effort" required to solve the problem.
The results here show that compared to the basic condition (no tags, no no-ops): no-ops make things worse by all measures, (non-silent) tags make things dramatically better by all measures, and silent tags are a mixed bag, with a few more successes and improved computational effort but worse mean best fitness.
Even-4-Parity
In the even-4-parity problem [10] the goal is to determine whether or not an even number of the four Boolean inputs have the value true. The inputs are designated by the terminals d0, d1, d2, and d3. The function set includes the four Boolean functions and, or, nand, and nor. In the context of tagging operators (which have side-effects with respect to tag-based retrieval) it is important to note that we do not "short-circuit" the evaluation of these Boolean functions; for example, if the first argument of a call to and returns false we nonetheless evaluate the second argument as well (and return false).
The parameters for our runs on the even-4-parity problem are shown in Table 3 and the results are shown in Table  4 . As with the runs for the lawnmower problem presented above, we conducted a set of runs that lacked tagging functions but replaced them with two "no-op" functions: noop0 which takes no arguments and returns the default value and noop1 which takes one argument and returns it unchanged. We again conducted runs with tagging both in the silent and non-silent conditions, and we present the same measures that were presented for the lawnmower problem above.
Here the results are unequivocally bad for tagging. The best condition, on all measures, is the simplest one with no tagging and no no-ops. No-ops make things worse and node selection 90% internal nodes, 10% leaves tree generation ramped half-and-half ramp depth range 2-6 execution step limit 1000 penalty for exceeding limit 10 13 terminals d0, d1, d2, d3 basic functions and, or, nand, nor tagging functions tag.n, tagged.n tag range 0-999 no-op functions noop0, noop1 default value false tagging makes them much worse indeed, with silent tagging being the worst of all.
DISCUSSION
It appears clear from the results above that tag-based modularity of the simplest form, which was suggested in previous work [24] , can indeed help to solve certain problems (such as the lawnmower problem) but it fails badly on other problems (such as even-4-parity). There may be many reasons for these failures, and we do not yet have definitive explanations or modifications to the technique that will allow for better performance. But we can see several factors that probably hinder performance and we can envision several modifications to the technique that may help to ameliorate the problems. In this section we present some of these factors and proposed modifications.
Passing arguments
It is perhaps not surprising that the technique we tested here, which allows only for zero-argument tagged modules, fails badly on the even-4-parity problem because one would expect that useful functions for this problem would take Boolean inputs. Indeed, in the configuration within which Koza showed this problem to benefit from ADFs, each ADF took three Boolean arguments [11, p. 178 ]. As we noted above, it is possible for programs to use "pseudo-arguments" even with the very limited system that we have described here, but a fair amount of code is required to implement pseudo-arguments and solutions using this strategy may be difficult to reach through evolutionary search.
It is therefore interesting to consider alternative mechanisms that would allow for the passing of arguments to tagged modules in tree-based genetic programming. One mechanism that we have developed (but not yet tested sufficiently to present results) uses "substitution-based" arguments as follows: We add some number of argument symbols, such as arg0, arg1, etc., and additional tag retrieval functions, such as tagged-1-arg, tagged-2-arg, etc., to the instruction set. The tagged-1-arg function takes one argument, and the code that appears in the argument position is substituted for the symbol arg0 in the retrieved code before it is executed.
2 The tagged-2-arg function takes two arguments, and the code provided as arguments is substituted for the symbols arg0 and arg1 in the retrieved code. This idea can be extended for any number of arguments; while it requires the user to specify the maximum number of allowed arguments, and hence is not as fully automatic as the evolution of architectures with tags in Push, the numbers of modules of each arity that are actually used will be determined by evolution. Because it is possible that arg symbols will sometimes occur in contexts where they are not removed by substitution, they will sometimes be evaluated; we envision them returning default values in this case.
Another alternative would be to use tags themselves to simulate arguments, but to do so in a way that is more parsimonious and evolvable than the "pseudo-argument" strategy described above. For example we might implement an ephemeral random function generator that produces oneargument tag-reference functions that include two tags, one of which will be used to retrieve the code for execution and the other of which will be used to tag the code that appears in the argument position (or its value) before executing the retrieved code. This scheme suffers from some of the same complexities as the pseudo-argument strategy for passing values to tagged modules-for example, similar tag values would have to appear in the function name and in the tagged code-but it avoids the need for arg symbols in the method presented above.
The ideas for passing arguments outlined here are probably not ideal, but they may be promising first steps toward a better approach.
Unbounded recursion
When examining failures of the simple technique presented here on the even-4-parity problem, we noticed that a relatively large fraction of programs in the initial, random generations-often in the neighborhood of 10%-contained unbounded recursion that caused the program to hit the execution step limit and therefore to receive the severe fitness penalty. The number of offending programs would drop off sharply in subsequent generations, but the effect of the penalty would not only be to discourage non-termination but also to discourage tag usage more generally. Since tag usage often produces non-termination, and since non-termination is severely punished, it is difficult to search the space of tag-using programs. Even worse, to the extent that tags are "dangerous" because of non-termination-related penalties, the presence of tags may "pollute" the population more generally, reducing the number of programs that are immune to the penalty and hence slowing the search even for solutions that do not involve tags.
Aspects of this problem are significantly ameliorated in our implementation of the lawnmower problem because we were able to avoid fitness penalties for hitting the execution step limit there. This may help to explain why tags were so much more beneficial for lawnmower than for even-4-parity.
Again, the Push-based systems have an advantage with respect to this issue because Push programs can almost always deliver valid results even when they are terminated for hitting the execution step limit-one can simply declare the results to be whatever is on the stacks at the time of termination-and the imposition of any penalty is optional. A Push user may penalize hitting the limit if she has reason to do so, but she may instead allow programs to hit the limit without penalty if that is more beneficial for evolutionary search.
The primary approach to this problem that we have explored for tree-based tagging involves steps that one can take to prohibit or eliminate unbounded recursion before an execution limit is hit. For example, in one approach we un-tag code upon retrieval, so that embedded code retrievals will not be able to retrieve the same overall code block while it is being executed, and then re-tag the code after the retrieved code has completed execution. When one does this there are at least two options for the "un-tagging" operation: In one version of the idea the retrieved code is executed in an environment that simply excludes the tag/value pair from which it was retrieved, which means that embedded references to the same (or similar) tags will retrieve different code. In another version of the idea the retrieved code is executed in an environment in which the tag/value pair is temporarily replaced by a pairing of the tag with a default value.
Depending on the implementation of these ideas and on other features of the function set it may not be possible to completely eliminate unbounded recursion. But a variety of methods may serve to dramatically decrease the prevalence of non-termination in programs that use tags, and hence to decrease the "dangerousness" of tags in tree-based genetic programming. Some methods will, however, have costs insofar as they may make it harder to find programs that use recursion in valid and/or terminating ways. 
Program size and depth
In the simple technique presented here the tagging of a subtree increases the size and depth of the overall program tree by one. In many situations the addition of tagging operations will be initially neutral with respect to fitness, because no tag-based retrieval functions are present or because those that are present retrieve code tagged with other tags, and this will allow tags to proliferate. Presumably this is beneficial in many respects, since once there are many tagged subtrees it is possible for additional genetic changes to introduce useful references to these subtrees. But the proliferation of tags will also add to the size and depth of the trees, and particularly in the case of depth-which is often limited to a number less than 20-it will lead programs to hit the depth limit much earlier. Many genetic programming systems perform poorly when large numbers of programs reach the depth limit, for example because many mutations are discarded for exceeding the limit.
The Push-based approach also has advantages with respect to this issue. Tagging in Push increases the size of a program but not its depth, and the presence of tags is unlikely to be a major factor in the hitting of limits. But with the simple version of the tree-based tagging technique that we have explored here the depth limit may be reached quickly, and indeed we have observed this in several runs that we have examined.
We have considered two approaches to this problem, but neither yet appears to be fully satisfactory. In one approach we count tagging functions differently from other functions when determining whether a tree exceeds the depth limit, and we set independent limits for total depth and for depth of nested tagging. In the other approach we modify the syntax of program trees so that tagging occurs within other function calls and therefore does not increase the overall depth of the tree. There is some complexity involved in the implementation of both of these approaches and the effects that they will have on program size, program depth, and problem-solving performance are not yet clear.
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Tag-based modularity is an appealing concept because it can potentially allow programs with complex modular architectures to evolve without requiring users to specify those architectures in advance and without requiring much in the way of additional complexity in the genetic programming system. Previous work has shown that tag-based modularity can have significant utility in some situations, but the previous demonstrations have all been in the PushGP system which is unconventional in several respects. Here we explored a simple idea for incorporating tag-based modularity into tree-based genetic programming systems, following a suggestion published in the prior work [24] .
Our results show that the simplest form of tag-based modularity in tree-based genetic programming does indeed have some utility, but while it is quite beneficial in some circumstances it is detrimental in others. We have identified several possible reasons for these detrimental effects, including the difficulty of passing arguments, problems related to unbounded recursion, and problems stemming from the effects of tagging on program size and depth. We described several approaches to the solution of these problems, although we have not yet tested them sufficiently to draw conclusions.
We believe that the potential promise of the technique justifies further work; we plan to conduct such work and we would encourage others to do so as well. The code that we used for the experiments presented here is freely available for others to use for their own experiments. 4 Aside from the investigation of the hypotheses and alternative approaches proposed above, several other lines of 4 http://hampshire.edu/lspector/tags-gecco-2012 future work seem to us to be potentially worthwhile. First, it should be informative to conduct experiments like those reported here on a much wider range of problems. This should provide data about where and when the problems do and don't arise, and hence it should also provide clues about which approaches to solving the problems are likely to be most fruitful. It would also be interesting to examine the tag usage that occurs in evolved programs in detail, to see what forms of tag usage are promoted by the simple mechanisms that we have already provided and what forms of tag usage may be helpful but are not yet accessible. In addition, it would be interesting to examine the benefits of tag-based modularity in tree-based programs relative to other modularity mechanisms for similar program representations, such as ADFs [10, 11] . Since ADFs require more pre-specification and provide less architectural flexibility than tag-based modules, this would not be an "apples to apples" comparison, but it would nonetheless be informative to see how the different modularity mechanisms fare on problems of increasing complexity.
Finally, we note that the difficulties that we have encountered in developing an approach to tag-based modularity in tree-based genetic programming do nothing to diminish the utility of the technique in PushGP, or indeed in any other form of genetic programming. The core idea of tagging and of tag-based (closest-match) retrieval of modules should be applicable in many other forms of genetic programming-for example, in machine code genetic programming [13] , Cartesian genetic programming [4] , and grammatical evolution [14] -and the problems that we have encountered here may not occur, or may not be as severe, in those contexts. It might turn out that the representational constraints of traditional, tree-based genetic programming are a poor match to the requirements for tag-based modularity. Nonetheless, tag-based modularity may be important for the future of genetic programming because of its utility in the context of other program representations.
